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Summary
Several analyses of the direct energy use of rail and air passenger
transportation have "been made, but none has dealt with the indirect energy
impact that results from the non-energy goods and services required to
support and maintain these activities, such as transportation-associated
equipment manufacturing and sales, repairs, insurance, right-of-way and
airport construction, and so on.
Here, Input-Output Analysis is used to analyze the total dollar,
energy and labor (DEL) impacts of rail and air passenger transportation
for 1963 and 1971. Results for auto transportation from previous work
are included for comparison. Results are given on a passenger-mile basis,
and three specific medium length trips are compared. This analysis implies
use of national average load factors, which are listed in the report.
1. Dollars
For 1971 J rail is the cheapest way to travel of the three and
plane generally the most expensive, but the spread is only about 30^.
Recall that auto costs used here include all associated expenses.
2. Energy
The question we sought to answer was "Do the indirect energy costs
change the ranking based on direct energy use only?" While the total ener-
gy multiplier varies from l.U (air) to I.7 (rail) to 2.0 (car), we find the
ranking in 1971 to be unchanged. Thus, in increasing energy intensiveness
per passenger mile (1971 ): rail, car, plane. In 19^3, however, the
ranking was changed. Although the direct use ranking in increasing energy
intensiveness was car, rail, air, the large (2 to l) total to direct ratio
for the automobile causes the corresponding total energy use ranking to be
rail, car, plane.
3. Labor
For 1971 ) rail is the most labor intensive mode, being at least
twice as high as air and car, which are roughly equal.
I. Introduction
Several analyses (l, 2, 3) of the direct energy impact of rail and air
transportation have been made. None of these, however, has dealt with the
indirect energy impact - i.e., other than fuel for propulsion - such as
equipment manufacturing, repair and maintenance, and construction of term-
inals and airports. Each of these has an energy cost that should be included
in a complete analysis.
Here we use Input-Output analysis (I/O) to approach this problem. In
addition to total energy impact in these two transportation modes, we also
obtain dollar cost (to the consumer) and employment impact, for both passen-
ger and freight service. Results are presented for I963 and 1971 in units
of dollars, Btu, and man years per passenger or ton-mile.
Our primary objective is to obtain passenger transportation energy
intensities, but our approach also yields results for freight. We list
both, but analyze only passenger intensities, since rail and air freight
are not included in typical personal consumption expenditures. Previously
published automobile dollar, energy, and labor (DEL) costs (h) were used
to compare car, rail, and plane travel in general, and for the following
specific trips:
a. New York - Boston
b. Washington D. C. - New York
c. Los Angeles - San Francisco
II. Methodology
A. General
We assiime the reader is famiiiar with the basics of energy I/O
analysis (5), and here give the briefest of outlines. The U. S. Department
of Commerce has produced a fairly disaggregated model of the U. S. economy,
which allows study of the interrelationships among component sectors.
Under certain simplifying assumptions, the model allows evaluation of the
total impact (in all sectors) of a given purchase of the output of one sec-
tor, e.g., from $20 spent for a pair of shoes. The relationships are ex-
pressed in dollars, but by use of a dollars-to~energy transformation (which
involves further assumptions) the impacts may be converted to energy, e.g..
the total coal required by the economy to deliver the shoes.
By an analogous method a labor I/O model has also been developed (6),
hence the man years of labor needed to deliver the shoes may also be
obtained.
One problem, in the I/O approach is that the sectors may not be dis-
aggregated to sufficient detail for one's purposes. In the Department of
Commerce model, passenger and freight transportation are combined for both
rail (I/O sector 6s.0l) and air (65.05) • In this study, passenger and
freight transportation were isolated by a disaggregation* of the two sec-
tors, after which the k new sectors were analyzed by straightforward I/O
techniques. The resulting energy and labor intensities are expressed in
Btu or man years per dollar of final demand. Since the direct uses of
energy or labor are known, the entire impact of the I/O approach may be
summed up in terms of a total-to-direct ratio.
We have made an additional correction for a conceptual shortcoming in
the I/O approach regarding capital goods. This is described in Appendix A.
Converting results to units of per-passenger or per-ton-mile requires
multiplying the energy or labor intensities of the disaggregated sector
by its total output in dollars (obtained from Department of Commerce data),
and then dividing by the passenger or ton-mile output determined from data
published by the Interstate Commerce Commission (7) or the Civil Aeronautics
Board (8).** This was more satisfactory than an alternate approach, which
involved multiplying the energy and labor intensities by average per mile
costs from these same references. See Appendix B for details.
It must be noted that direct energy use is defined here to be all energy
directly purchased by the rail line, the airline or the car owner for pur-
poses of providing the indicated transportation. In the case of rail and
air, it therefore includes motive fuel as well as lighting and heating of
offices, terminals, etc. For this reason, our direct results are not exactly
comparable to the direct results of other researchers who define direct energy
as motive power fuel only. The resulting ratios of direct energy to refined
petroleum energy for rail and air were:
rail 1.129
air 1.0005
*See Appendices C, D, and E for details.
**Passenger-mile figures contain implicit load factors; see Table 1.
B. Scaling I963 results to 1971
The entire analysis was performed on I963 Department of Commerce
data (9)5 the latest available. We scaled results to 1971. The procedure
used is subject to fairly high inaccuracies because of rapid technological
change in both air and rail passenger service, but more detailed data are
not yet available. Specifically, petroleum consumption was used as an
indicator of total direct energy consumption. Assumption 1 is that the
ratio of direct petroleum to total direct energy use is the same in 1971 as
in 1963. Assumption 2 is that the ratio of total to direct energy use is
the same in 1971 as in I963. The same argument was used in converting
1963 labor results to 1971. 1971 results therefore should be considered
less reliable than those for I963.
C. The question of savings reinvestment
In comparing any pair of alternatives for their energy and labor
costs, we must also ask how the money saved would be spent. (if it's
spent on gasoline, the energy savings probably are negated.) After much
discussion, we conclude that it would be incorrect to assume that the
consumer will spend the savings in a predictable manner (13). Hence we
have provided, in Appendix G, a list of consumer activities with their
energy and labor intensity (Btu and man years per dollar expended). The
interested reader can determine the energy impact of his own alternative
spending of money saved. If he wants to save energy, then he would choose
an activity lower in energy intensity than the one he has given up.
D. Error limits
The results of this study are subject to error as a result of
two major causes:
a) uncertainties or errors in the disaggregated I/O
model's coefficients;
b) uncertainties or errors in the assignment of
direct energy use.
Appendix F includes a worst case matrix norm analysis of the effects of
these uncertainties. A more accurate (i.e., tighter) bound on the errors
resulting from these uncertainties is discussed in reference (l^).
III. Resxilts
Tables la and lb list the DEL costs of auto passenger transportation
and air and rail passenger and freight transportation in 19^3 and 1971.
Passenger restilts are given on a per-passenger-mile basis; hence the com-
parison includes an implicit load factor. For air and rail the figures
apply for the actual national average load factors (air (8): 53.1^ for
1963, kQ.5% for 1971; rail (11 ): 32.7$^ for 1963, 37-1^ for 1971). The
automobile results were computed on per vehicle-mile basis (h) and have
been converted assuming 2.9 passenger miles per vehicle mile (12) including the
driver. Obviously an individual could change these results by using a dif-
ferent loading for this car, but he has little control over the load factor
of the plane or train which he boards.
A. Dollars
For this comparison, recall that all auto associated expenses have
been included. The car is assumed to be a fairly expensive one of the low-
price three (Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth), with these gasoline cons-umption
rates: I963, 1^1.2 mpg; 1971, 13.6 mpg.
In 1963 plane was almost twice as expensive per passenger mile as
rail, with car essentially equal to rail. By 1971, although rail and car
travel had. increased in cost while air had actually dropped slightly, the
ranking remains unchanged. For a particular trip, these conclusions are
complicated by tolls and the fact that the modes must cover different dis-
tances to connect the same two points; see section III D.
B. Energy
1. Direct use
As we have said, several investigations have been made of the
direct energy used by transportation modes. The consensus of these, in
our opinion, is that rail is least energy intensive, cars next, and air the
most energy intensive (given the prevailing load factors). Our results
corroborate this except for the 1963 automobile case.
We find that in I963, car, rail, and air transportation had direct
energy uses per passenger mile in the ratio 1: I.06: 2.56. By 1971, rail
and air energy intensity had dropped somewhat, while auto increased slightly,
making this ratio 1: 0.68: 2.12. While the actual Btu figures (Table l) are
in reasonable agreement with those of other workers , the decrease for rail
and air between 1963 and 1971 is not. We could speciilate on the reasons
(larger, more efficient jets, cancellation of rail runs with very low load
factors), but we have not studied this enough to be sure.
2. Total energy
The total/direct energy ratios vary for the three modes: l.U for
air, 1.7 for rail, and 2.0 for car. Apparently the infrastructure associ-
ated with the auto is relatively more important than that associated with
the other modes. These factors include correction for capital p-urchases;
see Appendix A.
Except in the auto case of I963, the variation of these factors is not
sufficient to change the ranking based on direct energy. Based on total
energy per passenger mile, in I963 train, car, and plane were in the ratio
1, 1.1, 2.0; in 1971» in the ratio 1, 1.5» 2.U. Since this comparison is
for a fairly large car (getting aro\ind 1^+ mpg), a sizeable reduction in
energy would result from a switch to a smaller car or increasing the auto-
mobile load factor. It also seems likely that a very large car (getting,
say, 9 mpg) would be more energy intensive than plane.
C . Labor
We consider our employment fig-ure to be subject to greater errors
than energy, although these too are unspecified.
With respect to total labor intensities, Table 1 indicates that air
was the most labor intensive of the three modes in I963 and almost the least
labor intensive in 1971- We suggest that this change is caused by the rela-
tively rapid growth, and hence "modernization," of the air transportation
industry during the period. At the same time railroad passenger service
was declining, and hence more resistant to large labor-saving measures.
B. DEL cost of specific trips
Table 2 lists DEL costs for three specific trips. These were
chosen on the basis of intermediate length (200-ii00 miles) and relatively
heavy use. Details of the calculation are given in Appendix B. Total energy
and labor costs are derived on a per-passenger mile basis, which attempts to
avoid the problem of local fluctuation in fares. The difference in mileage
actually traveled by the different modes has been taken into account.
1. Dollars
Except for New York-Washington in 1971 and Los Angeles-San Francisco
in both years, car was the cheapest mode. Except for San Francisco-Los
Angeles in 1971 air was the most expensive. It is interesting to note
that while the New York-Boston and New York-Washington air fares increased
by over 50^ in that period, the San Francisco-Los Angeles fare decreased
by \1o.
2
.
Energy
For all except the San Francisco-Los Angeles trip in 19^3,
the modes in order of increasing energy are train, car, plane, though
car and train are sometimes almost equal.
3. Labor
In 1963 the automobile trips are significantly less labor
intensive than either rail or air. In 1971 due to the large increases
in air productivity mentioned previously, car and air are nearly equally
labor intensive and both are a factor of 2 to 3 less than rail.
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Illinois, August 197^.
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Appendix A
Capital Correction
For the purpose of energy* analysis, the treatment of capital equipment
in the Department of Commerce I/O tahle is inadequate. Because capital
purchases are considered part of final demand, their contribution is not
included in the total energy coefficients (Btu per dollar) derived in
either Reference (l) or this work. This means, for example, that the
energy cost of the airplane is not automatically included in the energy
impact of a plane trip.
On the average, this problem causes total energy impacts to be under-
estimated by about 5^. In previous work we have accepted this potential
error. However, the transportation sectors we are studying here are more
capital intensive than the average, and we feel that a correction should
be made.
Ideally, capital flows could be included in the interindustry dollar
transactions, assuming that l) capital flow data are available, and
2) the capital purchases can be separated into those for replacement
and for growt.h. The new transactions table could then be subjected to
standard I/O techniques. We have not done this, and hence use the following
approximation
.
First, we assume that all capital purchases are for replacement; i.e.,
that they contribute to the steady-state productivity of the sector. Second,
we assume that the capital energy contribution to a sector is spread over
all the outputs. A sector's capital energy contribution is obtained by
summing the products of capital expenditures with their energy coefficients
from Reference 1.
Thus T.(y) = T. + (Z Y, . T, )/X. **
J J j^ kj k J
*The argument is completely analogous for labor.
**This is correct to first order. Strictly speaking, use of Xj rather than
the j '" component of final demand, Y^ , in the denominator leads to a broken
energy balance: T_ (y) Y_ (y) does not exactly equal T Y . (Y_ (y) is the
final demand sector minus the y, , that were used to obtain T (y).)kj =
15
where
T. = total direct and indirect primary energy coefficient from
'^ reference (l)( units = Btu/$)
T. (7)= this coefficient corrected for capital (units = Btu/$)
J
7 . = capital purchases of product k by sector 3 (units = $)
X = total output of sector j (units = $)
The 7]^. are supplied by the U. S. Department of Commerce (2). Unfortunately
J
their capital flow table is not fully disaggregated into 368 sectors
, so
capital purchases by the entire transportation industry (l/O Sector 65) are
lumped together. It would have been necessary for us to decide which
belonged to what transportation subsector.
We were able to obtain additional data on the consuming industry
breakdown by private communication with BEA(3). This required, however, a
loss of detail on the producing industry, so that now we know only that the
piirchase was either "equipment" (non-construction) or "plant" (construction).
The results are listed below for rail (65-01) and air (65-05) transportation.
Equipment Plant
65.01 $ 1140 X 10 $ 287 X 10
65.05 kkk X 10 13.7 X 10
These figures include a "scaling-up" to make the control totals of
Reference 3 equal the total capital flow into Sector 65 given in Reference 2.
They are converted to energy by using l/O coefficients averaged over all
actual capital expenditures in the economy in I963 (by explicit calculation).
The resulting coefficients are 59226 Btu/$ for equipment (all sectors except
11 and 12); and 67U03 Btu/$ for plant (sectors 11.02, II.05); thus the capital
energies are:
Equipment Plant Total
65.01 67.5 X 10^^ Btu 19.^ X 10-^^ Btu 86.8 X 10 ""-^ Btu
65.05 26.3 0.92 27.1
l6
The X for the aggregated rail and aggregated air transportation in-
dustry are $11. lU x 10^ and $U
. 37 x 10 , respectively, so that the
capital corrections are:
65.01 7792 Btu/$
65.05 6207 Btu/$
We assume (again, no data) that these corrections apply equally to the
passenger and freight components. From the computation described in the
main body of this report, the total primary energy coefficients are:
Passenger Freight
65.01 +6.6h% +10. U %
65.05 +h.6h% + 2.
We shall assume the same percentage energy increase applies in 1971
as well.
Let us repeat: this calculation assumes l) that the capital flows
are representative of a typical year, 2) that they are all for replacement
(an over-estimate because some of capital purchases are for growth), and
3) that the "equipment" capital purchases of the rail and air industry have
an energy intensity equal to that of the average of all capital purchases
by everyone.
Capital expenditures also imply a labor impact. Thece were treated in
completely analogous fashion, yielding these corrections
:
Passenger Freight
65.01 0.1339 X 10" man yr/$ O.1339 ^ 1^' '^^^ T^/^
65.05 0.1078 X 10" man yr/$ O.IO78 x lO" man yr/$
In percentage terms, they are
Passenger Freight
65.01 +L1.J i +12.5 i
65.05 +13.3 i +10.1 i
These results have been incorporated in the main report.
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Appendix B - DEL costs of rail and air passenger
and freight transportation - computational details.
1. Dollars. Data on consumer dollar cost per passenger or ton-mile for
the various modes are available, or directly calculable from available data, as
tabulated below. Automobile cost, from Reference 5, includes costs of auto-
associated activities like maintenance, insurance, registration, road taxes,
etc., as well as fuel. For specific auto trips, tolls, if any, must be added.
1971air 1963
$/passenger mile t .0609^^^
$/ton mile (frt)* .2813^ '^
rail
^/passenger mile t .0318^^^
$/ton mile (frt) .01359^
car
$/passenger mile t .039162*^^^
,01+31^^^
,01593^^^
.03)4)4111^5^
2. Energy Cost. In principle this is obtainable from the dollar costs
above in conjunction with the l/O coefficients obtained from the detailed
disaggregation and manipulation described in the report and in Appendices
C and D.
However, in converting to, e.g., Btu per passenger mile, we found a
discrepancy between the total money spent for passenger travel in that mode
as given by the references above and by Department of Commerce l/o data. The
reason is that several services which contribute to passenger service, such as
Pullman cars, are listed separately by the ICC. It was then necessary to
* Air freight includes freight, express and mail (priority, non-priority, and
foreign).
t Load factors: For auto, 2-9 passenger mile/vehicle mile(U); assumed to hold
for both 1963 and 1971, for air, 53-1? in 1963; hQ.% in 1971 (H). for rail,
32. 7 fo in 1963; 36. 7i in 1971 (12).
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multiply the total energy coefficient times the I/O total output (after
determining that each of the several services did contribute to passenger
service), and divide by total passenger miles to obtain an energy per
passenger mile figure.
3. Labor cost. The argioment in Section 2 above applies here, and
the procedure is analogous. The labor considered here does not include
government or household employees.
h. DEL Costs of specific intercity trips. Two different dollar
costs are given: first, actual dollar costs derived from industry sources
for the specific trip and second, average costs derived by multiplying the
average costs per mile (Section 1 of this appendix) by the trip length in
miles. The difference is due to the non-uniformity of fares, especially
with respect to the relative degree of competition. For example, the
Los Angeles-San Francisco plane, which has several different lines oper-
ating is seen to have fares about 20^ below the average.
If competition is the cause, then a basic shortcoming of the I/O
approach is illustrated - that of a too-aggregated sector. The problem
could also be load factor: it is likely that for this flight the load
factor exceeds the national average of k9% , so that flight price, and
energy intensity per passenger mile, decreases. Our method does not allow
us to tell.
The energy and labor costs for the three trips listed in Table 2
of the main text were calculated by multiplying the total DEL costs given
in Table 1 of the main text by the trip distance in miles. Mileage
soiorces were (9) for air, (lO) for rail, and (13) for car.
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Appendix C -
Disaggregation of an I/O sector - general
I/O analysis entails the solution of the following matrix equation:
X = A X + Y where X is n x 1
A is n X n
Y is n X 1
The user defines a final demand vector, Y, specifying the amount of p\irchases by
final demand in each of the I/O sectors , and then solves for X , the total output
vector required. If one chooses a product sold to final demand for which there
is not a specific I/O sector (e.g., rail passenger transportation), A and X must
be disaggregated. This requires separation of an existing sector into two, one
of which contains exclusively the product required and the other which contains
the rest of the original sector. The decomposition is done in the transactions
matrix by dividing t. . into t. . and t. . - t. . where t. . is the transaction of
ij 10 ij ij ij
the required quantity. This transaction decomposition is repeated in each ele-
ment of the row and column of the sector to be disaggregated. A new A matrix
(say. A) is then calculated from the disaggregated transactions matrix. Only
the disaggregated rows and columns are different from the original A matrix.
Since we have increased the order of the system by one, we will also
have to disaggregate the energy matrix (l) and the labor vector (2).
This is, theoretically at least, a straightforward disaggregation using
physical data to decompose the corresponding coefficients. In cases
lacking physical data, we resort to a straight dollar proration, i.e.,
weighting each sector's energy or labor input according to its relative
dollar output in the aggregated sector.
Due to the size of the system - 363 elements in both the row and
column of the transaction matrix - a decision rule was derived to
determine which of the 363 elements of the column or row are really
important enough to be independently analyzed, and which can be prorated
according to some computer implemented general algorithm. The decision
rule was based on the norm analysis argiiment given in Appendix F, the
results of which are shown in Tables 1 and 2 of Appendices D and E.
A glossary of some of the terms used is also included in these appen-
dices.
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Appendix D
Disaggregation of sector 65OI rail transportation
1. By BEA definition (l), industry 65OI (rail transportation) is
defined by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Categories Uo and hjU
,
SIC Ho includes (2) class 1, class 2, and other line haul railroads and
switching and terminal companies, in addition to sleeping car and passenger
car service companies and Railway Express. SIC h'jh includes:
a. rental of railroad cars with care of lading (renting and
use) and fruit growers express company.
b. rental of railroad cars without care of lading (renting
without use) not including banking, financial, and insurance
companies which purchase and lease as investments.
This overall industry was disaggregated into the following two compo-
nent industries:
a. industry 6501a—that portion of industry 65OI pertaining to
the transportation of passengers by rail and all admini-
stration, maintenance, service, etc. necessary to the proper
functioning thereof.
b. industry 6501b—that portion of industry 65OI pertaining to
the transport of freight by rail including all administration,
maintenance, services, etc. necessary to the proper function-
ing thereof.
Using the decision rule discussed in Appendix F, it was determined that 65OI
should be disaggregated as follows:
a. All elements of column 65OI of the direct coefficients
matrix. A, whose value exceeded .001 will be individually
decomposed. All elements smaller than this amount will be
disaggregated by a uniform constant of proportionality.
b. All elements of row 65OI of the transactions matrix whose
direct and transfer portions exceed $350 x 10 will be
individually decomposed. All other elements in row 65OI
will be disaggregated by a uniform constant of proportion-
ality.
2h
2. Results of the detailed sector analyses are given in Tables 1 and 2;
the following comments pertain to these tables.
2-a. Detail of the Decomposition of 65OI Sales to lUol.
The total published by BEA is $132.12 million including a
$6^1,280 thousand freight margin on the inputs to 1^+01. Because of inadequate
backup data BEA was unable to totally justify this transaction. In any case
the total magnitude seems to be approximately correct since the ICC Freight
Commodity Statistics (3) for I963 show a total railroad gross revenue of
$92,862,000 for transportation of fresh meats nee and cooked, cured and
dried meats. Because of the difference between the ICC commodity classifica-
tions and the SIC categories used in the l/O analysis, the totals cannot be
expected to correspond exactly; however, it is clear that the BEA data is
approximately correct. Regardless of the accuracy of the exact amounts of
this transaction, there is no question about its proper allocation to the
non-passenger rail industry 6501b.
2-b. Detail of the Decomposition of 65OI Sales to 1^4-06.
The published BEA transaction of $31«01 million for concept of milk
train transportation of farmei^s milk in cans {h) is not corroborated by other
independent data. The I963 ICC transportation statistics report (5) shows
that Class I railroads grossed $1,575 million for the transportation of
containerized milk. The I963 ICC freight commodities statistics (3) show
a gross revenue of $.876 million for transportation of dairy products
excluding eggs, cheese and butter. Due to classification overlaps, there
are surely some common elements; however, even their total falls far short
of the BEA published transaction. Here again the question is one of what
the absolute value of the transaction should be, and not really to what
industry it should be allocated, since transportation of freight on
passenger trains is deleted from industry 6501a, as explained in Section 2-d
of this report. It was felt that the effect of this non-passenger oriented
transaction on the overall disaggregation is not sufficient to warrant the
extensive study involved in its correction.
*not elsewhere classified.
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llOl*
7102
7201
9710
9720
9860
9870
9880
9890
Notes:
1)
2)
3)
k)
5)
6)
Table 1. Detail of Decomposition of Row
The following transactions include all Direct Transactions &
Sector Name Total Trans 100^ Pass 0% Pass General
6501
Transfers >$350xlO-'
Detail Source
New Hw
Construction
97,250
ll»01 Meat Products 132,120
ii*o6 Fluid Milk 31,010
6501 Rail Transp. 583,850
6501a Rail Pass.
Transportation
6501b Non-Pass
.
Rail Transp.
6503 Mtr. Frt. Transp.
& Warehousing
80,2U0
6801 Elec. Utilities
6902 Retail Trade
Real Estate
Hotel
332,530
5l<,270
118,1*00
3,620
7801 Post Office
7802 Fed. Elec. Uti
780lt Other Federal
8100 Bus. Travel &
Expenses
9660 PCE
9670 GPFCF
9680 N. Inv. Chg.
9690 Net Exports
Fed. Defense
Fed. Other
State 81 Loc
.
Government
150,130
28,220
21,510
18,610
8,31*0
32,290
97,250
132,120
31,010
26,758
l,U88 555,601+
80,21*0
731+ 328,377 31*20
21*,775
29,1*95
3,050
115350
587 2,989 h'i
21<10-Hauling of
const . equipment
91*81*0 frt. margin
on input
2-a
2-b
2-c
61760 - Piggyback
7020 - Grain elevators
111*50 - FMI
2-d
Retail margin on
food, drink, tobacco
sales
FMI
FMI
Real estate
revenue Income
Accommodations for
pass. 8. crews in
16,200 133,930
l*,700 23,520
BEA-Allen
BEA
(•ITT
BEA-Allen
BEA - MTT
2-e
BEA
-MTT
BEA-Allen
RR owned hotels 2-f
331,370 331,370 Mail BEA
-MTT
35,1*90 35,1*90 Rail transport
of things
BEA -MTT
1,330 1,330 Rail transport
of things
BEA-Seaton
210,890 210,690 Sale of rail pass,
transp. to BrE
BEA -MTT
2,038,080 1*1*1,370 Personal Travel BEA-MTT
1,596,710 Frt . margins BEA-MTT
228,120 228,120 Frt . margins BEA-MTT
63,150 63,150 Frt. margins BEA-MTT
619,720 616,820 568520 frt. margins
£3300 eqp. rental
by Canadian Co . '
s
25000 frt:
2900 misc. eq. rental
exports
BEA-Allen
•
2,580 18,930
3,355 15,255
2,290 6,050
1,760 20,530
BEA-Allen
BEA-Allen
BEA-Allen
All transactions in thousands of dollars
BEA = Bureau of Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce
MTT = 1963 combined Margins & Transactions Tape (367 Ind. Level) BEA
FMI = Transportation (Freight) Margin on Inputs.
PCE = Personal Consumption Expenditures
BTE = Business Travel and Expenses
0/0 pass, are all
margins. Direct
allocations (OBE-
MTT) are all 100%
pass, oriented.
7) GPFCF = Gross Private Fixed Capital
Formation
8) General category was allocated as follows:
Passenger 6.83%
Non-Pass. 93-17%
(see 2-n for detaxxs)
9) In some cases round-off errors prevent
coincidence with published total.
10) Names mentioned in the source list
refer to telephone conversations.
0507
6600
;}6
Table 2. Decompcsltlon of Colunir. 65OI
The following Includes all transactions whose direct coefficients are greater than .001
Kectcr liame Total Trans. lOOg Pass . 0% Pass. General Detail Source
BEA
ICC
BEA
ICC
1?02 Maint. Constr. 991,000
3101 Petrol. Refining 311^,230
3T01 Blast . Furnace &
Basic Steel Prod.
39,350
3702 Iron & Steel
Foundries
111,630
3703 Iron & Steel
Forgings
7l»,300
1*211 Fabricated Metal
Prod. Nee.
l49,9'<0
It 302 Internal Comb.
Engines Dec
.
1*7, '•30
6103 Locomotives & Parts 1*2,900
6501 Rail Transp. See Table 1
65C2 Local Suburban & 55,690
Inter-u'rb Pass.
Transportation
Transp. Services 90,U50
Communications Excl. 116,090
Radio t TV
6803 Water 4 Sanitary
Services
35,850
6901 Wholesale Trade 111,230
6932 Retail Trade 10,260
70001 Banking 1*7,090
7102 Real Lstate 217,960
7301 Misc. Bus Svcs. 92,080
7303 Misc. Professional
Services
50,930
8001 Direct Alloc.
Imports
75,200
Notes:
56,897 93l»,015 88 2-g
28,26U 261,1+03 21+, 563 2-h
5,03U 31+, 316 2-i
17,282 97,31+8 2-i
9,506 61+, 791+ 2-i
6,389 1+3,551 2-i
55,690
1,91+1
38,002
79,320
1*71+30 Small dlesel, semi- 2-j
diesel & other
2-k
Transfer of secon- BEA-mtt
dary activity per-
taining to ind.6501
Travel agency corar.. Amtrak f 15)
9189 2-1 BEA-Allen
116090 Telephone 4 tele- BEA-Simon
graph chgs . pd. to
utilities
7,820 68,81+6
35,850 Water & refuse BEA MTT
Removal chgs
.
BEA
-Simon
31+, 561+ Trade margins on BEA-MTT
col. 6501 trans- 2-m
actions
10, 2e,o Hetall margins on
Col. 6501 trans-
actions
BEA-MTT
1+7,090 Interest paid to
banks
217,960 Rental of bldgs. BEA-MTT
92,080 BEA-MTT
50,930 BEA-MTT
57,200 Canadian frt
. cars BEA-FIsher
rented by U.S.
carriers
1) All transactions In thousands of dollars
2) BiJA = Bureau of Economic Analysis; U. 3. Department of Commerce
3) MTT = 1963 BEA combined Margins and Transactions Tape (367 Industry level)
1*) ICC = U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission
5) General category was allocated as follows:
Passenger 10. lk%
Non-passenger 89.86^
(See 2- n for details)
6) Names mentioned In the source list refer to telephone conversations.
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2-c. Detail of the Decomposition of the Transaction between 65OI
and itself.
The single self- intersect cell in the aggregated matrix must be
broken down into foiar sub-cells. Since the industries 6501a and b were
defined as including all components required to perform their respective
services, there is no apparent interaction between 6501a or 6501b nor is
there any appreciable dollar transaction recorded, except for the freight
margins on inputs to 6501a. A transaction in the l/O sense is understood
as being an actual interchange of money, not simply credits and debits
which cancel out at the end of the year.
The total to be disaggregated includes the following:
Let X = $501.16 million in direct transactions (6) where
X = $20.5 million - a subsidy paid to the Pullman Corporation
by the operating companies
Xp = 38^.7 million - equipment rental
Xt = 79-7 million - payment by Railway Express Co. to the
operating companies
X„ = 5-9 million - incidental car repairs
x^ = 10.0 million - interline switching
5
x^ = .36 million - residual
Y = $li+.67 million in freight margins on 65OI inputs
Z = $68.02 million in scrap and byproduct adjustments included
here as a convenient way of applying BEA groundrules on invertible
l/O matrices.
The foiir element disaggregated self intersect matrix was formed
as follows
:
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6501a sales to itself:
x^ + .lOlU (x,^ + x^) + .0683 (Z)
6501a sales to 6501b:
zero
6501b s.ales to 6501a
.lOlU (y)
6501b sales to itself
[Ig + X + .8986 (^^ ^ ^ . -Ly n- .yj±i v^; -r J^^x^ x^ (X), + x^ + Y) + 9317 (z) + X,
The above constants (.101^, .0683, .8986, -9317) pertain to the general
dollar proration factors explained in section 2-n of this appendix.
Suffice it to note here that those components pertaining to general expense
were allocated via the column proration factor and those pertaining to
income were disaggregated via the row proration factor.
2-d. Decomposition on the 65OI sale to 68OI (Electric Utilities)
The published transaction from 65OI to 68OI includes a $U.75
million domestic transfer which according to BEA (6) is due to power
generated by the railroads for sale to the other railroads. The remaining
$327.77 million payment to the railroads by the electric utility industry
is for hauling input materials for the utilities. In BEA terms this is
a margin on domestic transactions. The $327-77 million is allocable to
6505b and the $^.75 million transaction is allocable with the help of
further ICC data (7). The I/O transaction and ICC data differ by about
10^ and so the passenger- freight split out used in the I/O classification
is equivalent on a percent basis to that given in the ICC data, except
for the following correction. ICC data is listed in the following cate-
gories:
(i) Freight and allied services,
(ii) Passenger and allied services,
(iii) Not related to the above.
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Category (iii) is treated in Section 2-n. Since passenger trains carry-
freight, mail, express etc. and freight trains sometimes carry passengers,
the above categories must be corrected. The correction used was the relative
percentage of passenger car miles-**- to total number of car miles on passenger
trains -with a similar ratio applying to freight data.
2-e. Decomposition of 6505 Sales to 6902 (Retail Trade)
The overall transaction of $5^*27 million is composed of $29-^9
million in Freight margins on inputs to the retail trade industry (6902) and
on transfer of $2i|.77 million for concept of retail margins on sales of
food, drink, tobacco and periodicals . Since 6501a is defined to
include all services required by the passenger industry, the transfer is
100^ passenger. Since the freight margin includes freight paid for inputs
by the entire retail trade industry and since inputs are not carried along
in a transfer, the freight margins associated -with the sales of food, drink,
tobacco and periodicals by RR are not included in the $29-^9 million. Hence,
the $29.^9 million is lOO/o freight. ICC data (8) on gross revenues for
dining, buffet and restaurant sales indicate the approximate correctness of
the $2i|.77 million transfer.
2-f Decomposition of 65OI sales to 7201 (Hotels and Lodging Places).
This transaction includes a $1.93 million direct allocation and
a $1.68 million m-argin payment. The margin payment is lOO^o freight and
the direct transaction was prorated using ICC data (9) on operating revenues
due to hotels and restaurants. Here again the proration was done using the
same percentage as that used in the ICC report subject to the correction
explained in 2-d.
-'^including passenger coaches; combination passenger cars; sleeping and parlor
cars; dining, club, lounge and observation cars.
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2-g. Decomposition of 65OI purchases from 1202 (Maintenance Construction).
Maintenance construction includes parts of SIC categories I5, I6 and
17 (1). It deals mainly with b -ilding and right of way repair construction
including some electrical building equipment installation and maintenance.
It includes contractors on subcontract from a general contractor and those
working directly for the owner. Maintenance of railroad cars, locomotives,
etc. is included in l/O sectors 6IO3 and 610U if done by outside contractors.
According to William Allen of BEA (6), force accounting is used in this area,
charging all labor, materials and overhead as if they were provided by an
outside contractor even though the work is done by railroad employees. Since
the transaction is lOOfo direct allocation it was prorated by the same per-
centage used in ICC operating expense data for maintenance construction (lO)
subject to the correction of 2-d.
2-h. Decomposition of the purchase by 65OI from 3101 (Petroleum
Refining and Related Products).
The total of $31^.23 million direct allocation was prorated based on
ICC fuel consumption data in dollars and gallons (ll) using the same per-
centage as thaL given in the ICC report. It should be noted that in the
above decomposition, additional ICC data (12) was used to allocate the
yard switching portion of the f\iel. In both cases, the car mile correction
of 2-d was applied.
2-i. Decomposition of purchases by 65OI from the following sectors:
a. 3701 - blast furnances and basic steel products
b. 3702 - iron and steel foundries
c. 3703 - iron and steel forgings and
d. 4211 - fabricated metal products, n.e.c.
Since force accounting is used in the maintenance construction
sector, things like spikes and rails are considered in that category. The
commodities in question in the present transactions are therefore assumed
to pertain to equipment maintenance and as such were prorated by the same
percentages used in selected ICC equipment maintenance accounts (13) subject
to the car mile correction of 2-d.
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2-j. Decomposition of purchases by 65OI from ^302 (internal Combustion
Engines, n.e.c. ).
l/O sector i+302 includes small diesel, semi-diesel, and other
engines which are not specifically allocable to either freight or passenger
transportation and were therefore included in the general category.
2-k. Decomposition of purchases by 65OI from 6103 (Locomotives and Parts),
This sector corresponds to payments made to outside contractors for
building and rebuilding locomotives and parts. It does not include, however,
purchases of capital equipment since this is not included in an l/O
transactions matrix. It rather corresponds to vendor repair of existing
equipment and other small non-capital items. It was decomposed on the
same percentage basis as occurred in the following ICC accounts (l4), (subject
to the car mile correction of 2-d)
Account 308 - steam locomotivis -- repairs
Account 311 - other locomotives -- repairs
2-1. Decomposition of purchases by 65OI from 65O7 (Transportation
services )
.
The total $90*^5 million transaction consists of
$11.13 million Direct allocation
$79.32 million Domestic Transfer.
Per Mr. W. Allen of BEA, the $79.32 million corresponds to freight
forwarder revenue derived from the sale of transportation and is therefore
100^ allocable to 6501b. The $11.13 million direct allocation consists of
$1.9^1 million in travel agency commissions (15) and $9,189 million due to
unallocated output and balancing. The latter was included in the general
category.
2-m. Decomposition of purchases by 65OI from 69OI (Wholesale Trade)
The total $111.23 million transaction is the sum of the wholesale
trade margins on all purchases by 65OI. The I963 BEA Combined Margins and
Transactions Tape (BEA-MTT) gives a sector by sector breakdovm of these
margins. The following major contributors (3101, 3701, 3702, 3703, ^211,
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6l03) were decomposed using the same percentage breakout as was used in
their respective total transactions. They account for 73^ of the total
margin. The remainder was included in the general category.
2-n. Decomposicion of the general categories.
Transactions for which no physical data existed upon which to base
their allocation either to passenger or freight transportation were included
in the general category. Since the transactions in row 65OI are revenues
for the railroads and those in column 65OI are expenses, the two general
categories associated with them were prorated in a different fashion.
Those in row 65OI were allocated based on freight or passenger percent of
total gross income as reported by the ICC (16). In raw form this amounted
to an Qd.lkio allocation for freight which was then corrected to 93- 17% for
freight using the Gar mile correction factor explained in section 2-d.
General transactions in column 65OI were allocated on the basis of relative
share of total gross expenses (17). In raw form this amounted to an 82.^4-0^
portion for freight vrhich was corrected to 89' 86*^ as a result of the car
mile correction mentioned above.
3. Disaggregation of column 65OI of the R matrix:
a. Disaggregation of the coal energy coefficient.
The coal energy used by 65OI was disaggregated in the following
way. Data from reference 11 was used to determine the quantity of tons of
coal used by the aggregated 65OI industry. The passenger- freight allocation
algorithm is exactly the same as that o'f the refined petroleum disaggregation
given in section 2-h of this appendix. Tonnage figures were then multiplied
by BTU equivalents given in reference I8 permitting the calculation of the
total number of BTU's of coal used by 6501a and by 6501b. The respective
energy coefficients are then given by the total BTU's divided by the
respective row sums.
b. Disaggregation of the refined petroleum energy used by 65OI.
Since here we are interested in BTU's, not gallons, gallon fuel use
from appendix 11 and BTU equivalents from appendix 18 enabled us to calculate
the total BTU's of refined petroleum used by 65OI. Disaggregation of this figure
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was done exactly as explained in section 2-h of this appendix. Again the
energy coefficients are derived by dividing these total energies by the
corresponding total outputs of the industries.
c. Disaggregation of the electricity coefficient for 65OI:
In the previous categories, the consumption data given in
reference 9 has been sufficient to include the entire energy use of 65OI.
However, in the case of electricity, since the railroads are not obligated
to record all kilowatt hours of electricity used, only a portion of the
total used is given by reference 11. This portion of l60T.5 million KWH
was prorated based on relative corrected percentages given in references
11 and 19 for the appropriate accounts. The existence of a residual
energy is confirmed by reference 20 and is disaggregated using the general
column disaggregation percentages (see section 2-n of this appendix).
d. Disaggregation of the natural gas coefficient for 65OI.
Since no physical data is available, passenger versus freight
proration was done strictly on a dollars basis in the following manner:
Define E = Energy (BTU) of type e used by sector a
ea
X = Dollar transaction from sector e to sector a
ea
A = Direct I/O coefficient in row e and column a
ea
X. = Total output of sector i
R = Aggregated energy coefficient of type e
r = Disaggregated energy coefficient of type e
and sector a
As sume
E X
1 "1
^^
_
ea
eb eb
2) E + E = E
ea eb e a+b
3) X + X, = X ,^ a b a+b
* See Section 2-d of this appendix.
3k
From l'
E /X r X /X A
ea' a
_
ea
_
ea.' a
_
ea
eb' b eb eb'* d eb
From 2'
and;
Hence;
r X + r , X, = E ,
ea a eb b e a+b
ea X + X^
a b
+ r
ebX + X^la b
e a+b
'T7x~
a b
= R
e a+b
(a)r f+r,f, =R ,
^ ea a eb b e a+b
X h
where f =
a X + X, '
a D
^b X + X,
(b) r a
^
eb eb
(a) and (b) can be solved to give
R , a
e a+b ea
ea ~ a f a , f
ea a + eb b
R u 3- u
e a+b eb
^eb "a. f +a, f
,
ea a eb b
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Glossary of Terms
Direct allocations — direct dollar sales to consiimlng industries
in producer's prices.
Domestic transfers — transfers of domestic output in producer's prices.
The producing industry code identifies the industry-
producing the output as a secondary activity and
the the consuming industry code identifies the
industry which is the primary producer of the
output
.
Margins on domestic transactions — this type of transaction only
applies when the producing industries are
transportation (6501 to 6507) and trade (69OI and
6902). The transaction represents the sum of
domestic costs of distribution (transportation
and trade) associated with all of the inputs
purchased by the consuming industry.
Transferred imports — for producing industry 8002 the entries represent
the transfer imports at foreign port value. For
producing industries water transportation 650H, air
transportation 6505, wholesale trade 69OI , and
insurance TOOU , the entries are respectively the
transportation, trade, and insurance charges to
deliver imports to the domestic port.
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Appendix E -
Disaggregation of I/O sector 6505 air transportation
1. By BEA definition (l), industry 6505 (air transportation) is
defined by SIC (2) classification h3 which includes:
a. air transportation hy certificated and non-certificated
carriers.
Td. airports and flying fields including their operation and
maintenance, and maintenance and storage of aircraft
at such airports and flying fields,
c. establishments primarily engaged in furnishing coordinated
handling services for air freight or passengers at airports.
This overall industry was disaggregated as follows
:
a. industry 6505a - that portion of industry 6505 pertaining
to the commercial transportation of passengers by air
including all administration, maintenance, services, etc.
necessary for the proper functioning thereof.
b. industry 6505b - that portion of industry 6505 pertaining
to the transportation of things by air as well as all
administration, maintenance, services etc. necessary for
the proper functioning thereof.
2. It should be noted that the disaggregation of this sector is
totally independent of the disaggregation discussed in the previous
appendix. For the present case, the rail industry thus remains aggregated.
The mechanics of the disaggregation process is the same. Here again the
size of the system requires use of a decision rule to determine which
elements of the row and column must be disaggregated on an individual basis.
The algorithm used to determine the decision rule is the same as for 65OI,
except for a difference in the threshold values actually used. The decision
riile is discussed in Appendix F. Using this rule it was determined that
6505 should be disaggregated in the following manner:
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a. All elements in column 65O5 with direct coefficients
exceeding .009 in absolute value will be individually
decomposed. All elements smaller than the above amount
will be disaggregated by a uniform constant of proportion-
ality.
b. All elements in row 6505 whose direct coefficients exceed
.0009 in absolute value will be individually decomposed.
All elements smaller than the above amount will be
decomposed by uniform constant of proportionality.
3. Results of the individual disaggregations are given in Tables 1
and 2 of this appendix. The following comments pertain to these tables.
3-a. Disaggregation of 6505 Sales to 9710 (Federal Defense).
The total transaction of $332. U8 million includes $^1-99 million
in margins which are lOO/o freight oriented and $327-^8 million in direct
allocations. According to Mr. Roy Seaton of the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Sector 9710 includes both the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission. The Department of Defense portion of the transactions included
$223.2 million for transportation of persons, $102.5 million for transportation
of freight, $1,587 million in air services minus a receipt from the air
transport iudustry of $.7 million for landing fees at military airports.
The Atomic Energy Commission portion included only transportation of persons
in the amount of $.9 million. Overall passenger-freight allocation was done
in the following manner: The transportation of persons percentage of
transportation of persons and things was applied to the total direct
allocation to obtain the passenger portion of the overall transaction. The
freight portion was obtained in a similar manner except that in addition the
$^.99 million margin was included.
3-b. Disaggregation of 6505 Sales to 9720.
This transaction includes a direct allocations portion of $61.5
million plus a margin portion of $.25 million which is lOOfo freight. Again
according to Mr. Roy Seaton of the Bureau of Economic Analysis, other
federal enterprises include the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
1-0
Col Seolor Name
Table 1. Detail of Decomposition of Row 6505
The following transactions correspond to direct coefficients >.000_
Total Trans 100^ Pass 0% Pass General Detail
300
1*00
3300
5303
5305
5501
580*
6001
Forestry 1 9 ,1*30
Fish Products
Agricultural 8 ,020
Forestry & Fish Svces
Industrial 980
Leather Prod.
Switchgear 4 1 ,1*90
Switchbrd Appar.
Industrial 1 ,100
Controls
Electric Lamps 810
Xray Apparatus 170
i Tubes
Aircraft 21 ,190
6107 Transportation
Eqt . nee
.
250
6302 Opthaimic
Oowds
7lt0
6U02 Musical Inst.
& Parts
860
65C1 RR and
Related Svces
28,360
6505
770U
See Table 2
Educational
Services
20,080
9,1*30
8,020
980
1,1<90
1,100
810
170
1,1*60
250
71*0
860
1*30
28,1*30
610
19,1*70
7801 Post Office 139,080 139,080
8100 Bus Travel 1,671,91*0 1,671,91*0
8300 Scrap 2,300 2,300
9660 PCE 1,363,520 1,299,1*70 61*. 01*0
9670 GPFCF 16,370 16,370
9680 Net Inv. Chg. 1,01*0 1,01*0
9690 Net Exports 308,260 302,320 5,930
9710 Fed. Defense 332,1*80 221*, 717 107,753
9720 Fed. other 61,750 61,500 250
98XX
9860
9870
9880
9890
State & Local Gov't
ll*,190
17,900
17,070
62,1*80
13,1*80
17,510
11,960
61,31*0
700
390
100
1,11*0
Notes
:
Frt Margins on Domestic
and Foreign Imports
7900 - Crop Dusting
Rest - Frt Margins
950 - Margins
30 - Adjustment
11*70 - Frt Margin
20 - Adjustment
1080 - Frt Margin
20 - Adjustment
790 - Margin
20 - Adjustment
150 - Margins
20 - Adjustment
Margins
19,730 Reconciliation error,
factory type a/c maint
.
on a contract or fee basis
230 Margins
20 Adjustment
720 Margins
20 Adjustment
81*0 Margins
20 Adjustment
1*20 Margins
110 Adjustment
RW Express Purchases
Margins
Flying Insti'. to Private Citi-
zens by Gen'l Aviation (net
inc. Airline Pilot Training)
Mail
Airline Tickets for
Bus Travel
Margin on Imported Ccrap
(wool, textiles, etc.)
1,299,1*70 - Pers. Travel
61*,0l*0
- Margins
Frt Margins on other
Frt Margin
Foreign Travelers on U.S.
Carriers $302,320; rest-margins
3-a
3-b
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
BEA MTT
BFA .MTT
BEA MTT'
BEA MTT
BEA KTT
BEA Calkin
BEA :".TT
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
BEA Salkin
BEA Fisher
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
BEA Salkin
BEA Salkin
BEA MTT
(1) All transactions in thousands of dollars.
(2) BEA MTT is BEA combined margin and transactions tape for I963. I/O Table, 367 Industry Level.
(3) Per 3-f General category was prorated as follows: Passenger 81.95'; Non-Passenger 13.05?.
(1*) Names in source list refer to telephone conversations.
(5) nee = not elsewhere classified.
1*1
Table 2. Detail of Decomposition of Column 65.0$
The following transactions corres;
Row
3101
6002
Cool*
6505
D505a
6505b
6507
Sector liame Total Trans 100^ Pass
pond to direct coefficients a. , > .00_
0% Pass General Detail Source
Ref. Petroleum 386, O60
A/C Engines & Parts 131,130
A/C Equipment nee. 66,1*20
Air Transport
Pass. Air Trans.
Hon Pass. Air Trans.
Trans Svces
Coirjnunl cat ions
Exc. Radio & TV
6QC1 Wholestle Trade
7102 Real Estate
8100 Bus Travel
11*2,1*90
82,680
6902 Retail Trade 28,970
7OOI* Insurance Carriers 1*6,320
7302 Advertising 51*,,720
7903 Other State
Local Govt. Enter.
77,,250
8001 Direct Alloc.
Imports
178 ,000
8002 Transferred
Imports
72 ,800
52,650
116,61*8
23
5l',220
1*7,280 22,1*58
98,960 7,830
15,1*58
96,550 68,985
51,981*
1*0,300
25.719
28,1*50
1,182
1,718
29,565
2,736
32,500
386,090 3-c
131,130 3-d
66,1*20 3-d
3-e
Commissions to travel agencies
Commissions rec'd by air
frt forwarders
BEA Salkin
BEA. Salkin
Reservations
Reservations
23,61*0 Navigation, etc.
Wholesale margin food,
tickets, etc.
91,130 Tires, office supplies, etc.
28,970
29,11*1* Gen'l insur. {90% eqt)
Pass, liability ins.
frt liability ins.
Rental of passenger
facilities
Rental of cargo fac
.
77,250 Landing fees at municipal
airports
178,000 Port expenditures by U.S.
Carriers outside U.S.
U.S. passengers on foreign
flag carriers outside U.S.
Frt margins paid to
foreign flag carriers
52,650 Bus travel expenses of
flight crews, etc.
)
) ATA Robinson
)
BEA MTT
) ATA Robinson
)
ATA Legwin
ATA Robinson
BEA Salkin
BEA Fisher
BEA Fisher
BEA Fisher
BEA Fisher
Notes :
(1) All transactions in thousands of dollars,
(2) Per 3-f General Category Prorated:
Passenger (6505a) 81. 95?
Non Passenger (6505b) 18.05?
(3) BEA MTT is BEA combined margin and transaction tape for 1963 I/O Table ?67 industry level.
(1*) ATA is Air Transport Association, Washington, D.C.
(5) Names in source list refer to telephone conversations.
1+2
and others. NASA's portion of the transaction includes only transportation
of persons in the amount of $^
.
7 million and the other agencies' portion
also includes only transportation of persons in the amount of $59-9 million.
The following receipts from the airlines must be subtracted from the above
totals: $1.8 million for landing fees at Dulles and National airports;
$.2 million for mobile lounge use and $1.0 million for servicing of air-
craft in foreign countries. The total transaction was therefore disaggregated
as follows: The direct allocation is considered 100^ passenger and the
margin portion 100^ freight.
3-G. Disaggregation of Purchases by 65O5 from 3101 (refined petroleum)
Since in 1963 75^0 (3) of the cargo traffic in revenue ton miles
was handled by the passenger-cargo carriers and since even in the case of
the all cargo carriers 15^0 (3) of the revenue ton mile traffic was due to
passengers, the model which has been adopted to disaggregate industry 6505
is that of an airplane carrying both passengers and freight. A reasonable
unit factor to be used in both cases is revenue ton miles, where a revenue
ton mile for passengers includes both the weight of the passenger and his
baggage. The question then arises whether there is any difference between
a ton mile of freight and ton mile of passengers with respect to fuel
consumption. The answer of course is yes and there are two basic differences.
The first is payload density. The passenger compartment of an aircraft
simply cannot be loaded as densely in terms of pounds per cubic feet as the
cargo compartment. Secondly, there is the penalty factor which should be
added to the passenger ton miles as a result of the extra weight which must
be carried on their behalf, for example seats, galleys, lavatories, and so
on. The effect of these differences was estimated in the following way:
In 1963 the plane type which transported the highest percentage of revenue
passenger miles was the Boeing 707 with 25.3fo as opposed to 19-^"}^ for its
nearest competitor (U). The Boeing 707 320-series has a permanently configured
freight model and a standard passenger/cargo model. The Operating Empty
Weights of the two are respectively 138,680 lbs. and 1^+6,000 lbs. (5). Since
the difference is due to the difference between passenger and freight
oriented accoutrements such as seats, galleys and oxygen equipment on the one
1+3
hand and heavier floors, tie downs etc. on the other, it divided by the
average number of seats (150) in the passenger aircraft will give a measure
of approximate passenger weight surcharges necessary to equate one passenger
ton mile and one freight ton mile. The surcharge is approximately 50 lbs.
or a 25fo increase in the CAB 200 lbs. per passenger (including baggage).
This approach purposely does not take into account the question
of passenger vs cargo densities since penalization of passenger ton miles
due to probable increases in overall payload capacity for the same fuel
make sense only if an increase in passenger density (ie higher load factors
or fewer seats) would be accompanied by a resultant increase in cargo carried.
At least in I963, this did not appear to be the case since:
(i) Except in the case of the all cargo carriers (25*^ of total
cargo ton miles), the planes were flying on schedules oriented
mainly to passenger and mail service. Cargo service was in
its infancy and shortages of cargo capacity were essentially
non-existent,
(ii) A near unity passenger load factor is considered coionter-
productive in terms of permitting every customer who so
desires to journey by air with a minimum of inconvenience.
An increase in load factor above .7 would probably result in
purchase of more aircraft,
(iii) Since this aircraft is more efficient operating near maximum
takeoff weight, it is often designed such that full passenger
payload is Maximum Gross Weight rather than Maximum Structural
Payload* limited,
(iv) Although the effect is not linear, increased payload due to
density efficiencies would result in some increases in fuel
consumption.
^passenger + baggage + cargo
uu
The approach taken represents a lower bound on the surcharge question.
The chosen surcharge for passengers was then added across the board and
airline fuel consumption (6) was prorated based on corrected percentages of
total revenue ton miles. Where possible, this proration took into account
differences between domestic and international passenger-cargo and also all
cargo service and resulted in an overall 8l. 95/18.05 Passenger/Cargo split.
3-d. Decomposition of purchases by 6505 from 6002 (aircraft engines
and parts) and 600h (aircraft equipment nee).
The amount of maintenance utilized by both types of service
(passenger and non-passenger) is proportional to the number of aircraft
hours associated with each. Since both fly in the same planes and since,
macroscopically, a given plane type flies at a constant cruising speed, we
have assumed that maintenance usage is proportional to aircraft revenue
miles associated with each type of service. Therefore, each revenue ton
of freight will accrue aircraft maintenance charges by the number of miles
it is transported. Each ton of passengers and baggage will be similarly
charged. The 25'/o passenger load siircharge explained in the previous section
was also charged to passenger transportation. It is felt that the detailed
fuel consumption data, since it is based on the same assumption as the
maintenance costing, provides the most accurate proration available for
maintenance cost.
3-e. Disaggregation of the transaction between 6505 and itself.
The single self-intersection cell in the aggregated matrix must be
disaggregated into a 2x2 interaction matrix in the disaggregated case.
Since the component industries of the disaggregated air transport sector
are defined in such a way as to include in each case all administrative,
maintenance, etc., services required for the proper functioning of the
component industry and since, according to BEA, the only transactions included
in this intersection are sales from services to air transportation to the
carriers as well as a small margin portion, the self-intersection 2x2
matrix is assumed to be diagonal except for the sales from 6505b to 6505a
for the margins associated with 6505a inputs. The aggregated transaction
totaling $142.^9 million includes a $.15 million component for margins with the
h5
residual direct transaction accounted for by interline repairs, i.e.
repairs performed on the aircraft of one carrier by the mechanics of
another carrier, and transportation services to certificated and non-
certificated carriers which take the form of use of terminal facilities,
hangars, etc. Since the margin portion includes some margins on the
inputs to 6505a, and since the direct allocation is very aircraft-oriented,
the entire self-intersect transaction was disaggregated using the fuel
allocation percentage as follows:
6505a Sales to 6505a
18.05^ of Direct Transaction
6505a Sales to 6505b
Zero
6505b Sales to 6505a
81.95^ of margin transaction
6505b Sales to 6505b
18.05$ of margins + l8.05$ of direct transaction.
3-f. Proration of the General Category Utilized in the Disaggregation
of Column 6505.
The general category consists of two components. The first
pertains to aircraft oriented items like fuel, maintenance, etc. which
cannot be individualized (passenger vs. freight) since both travel on the
same plane. This component was disaggregated as indicated in section 3-C
above.
The second component includes those non-aircraft oriented costs
in which lack of data necessitates a general proration (decision) rule.
Since in the latter case:
a. Such expenses amount to less than 10$ of the total.
b. The overall uncertainty would be .25 x 10$ or 2.5$ since
the uncertainty of the revenue ton miles proration to non-
flight oriented general expenses is estimated to be 25$.
c. There is no other similarly accurate way. Revenues are
notoriously different in detail than a breakdown of
expenses and cannot be accurately used.
he
The fuel consumption disaggregation based on corrected percentages of
revenue ton miles was applied in the proration of the general category.
U . Disaggregation of column 6^0^ in the energy coefficient matrix (r)
Except for the case of refined petroleum, all coefficients in
column 6505 of the energy matrix were disaggregated using the technique
explained in section 3-d of the previous appendix (disaggregation of the
natural gas coefficient for 65OI). Refined petrolexom was disaggregated
by prorating the total BTU's consumed by industry 6505 (6) and dividing
these BTU totals by the respective total outputs of industry 6505a and
6505b. The proration used the same algorithm as that used in section 3-c
of this appendix, including the 25^ load surcharge for passenger ton miles,
except that, only the certificated fuel consumption was used. The
residual includes general aviation for which no passenger ton mile or
freight ton mile data is available and supplemental airlines for which
no fuel consumption is available. Their inclusion would tend to increase,
albeit slightly, the air passenger transport energy intensity and
seriously influence the accuracy of the air freight energy efficiency.
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Glossary of Terms
Direct allocations — direct dollar sales to consiiming industries in
producer's prices.
Domestic transfers — transfers of domestic output in producer's prices.
The producing industry code identifies the
industry producing the output as a secondary
activity and the cons'uming industry code identi-
fies the industry which is the primary producer
of the output.
Margins on domestic
transactions — this type of transaction only applies when the
producing industries are transportation (65OI to
65OT) and trade (69OI and 6902). The transaction
represents the sum of domestic costs of distribution
(transportation and trade) associated with all of
the inputs purchased by the consuming industry.
Transferred imports — for producing industry 8002 the entries represent
the transfer imports at foreign port value. For
producing industries water transportation 650U,
air transportation 6505, wholesale trade 69OI, and
insurance TOOU. The entires are respectively the
transportation, trade, and insurance charges to
deliver imports to the domestic port.
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Appendix F -
Decision Rules and Comments on Sensitivity
The decision rules* used to determine which elements of the aggre-
gated transactions matrices were sufficiently important to merit
individual analysis were generated using norm analysis. Basically, this
allows one to decide when to stop trying to reduce the errors over which
he has control because the "uncontrollable" errors are now larger.
Input-Output studies involve the solution of the following equation:
X = A X + Y where X, Y are nxl vectors
and A is an nxn matrix
An uncertainty in elements of A, the direct coefficients matrix, may be
modeled by a perturbation matrix, 6A, of order nxn. If Y is assumed
not subject to perturbations, 6A will cause a corresponding perturbation,
6X, in the solution vector where, since the basic I/O relation still holds,
[l-(A + 6A)] (X + 6X) = Y
(l-A) X + (I-A) 6X - 6A (X + 6X) = Y
Since (l-A)X = Y
,
[(I-A) - 6A)] 6X = 6AX
premiiltiplying both sides by (l-A) :
[I-(I-A)"^6A] 6X = (I-A)"-^ 6AX
from which one may derive**
IIayII < ||(I-A)"^| I • |!6a| I • ||X[
I
OA '^
1 _
I I
( i_A ) ^ I I • I I 6A
where P = norm of P.
* appendices C, D, and E.
** provided ||(l-A)"^|| • ||6A|| < 1.
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Since it is easily calculated and, for the particular configuration of
A encountered in I/O studies , it gives the lower norm value*
n
I |p| I = max Z |p. .| was used throughout.
j i=l ^-^
Assuming the -unperturbed solution X is known, an assumed value of 6A,
permits an estimate of
|
| 6X
|
| . Unfortunately, interpretation of the norm
I I I I
'^
I I
result is somewhat tricky.
|
|6X| I = E | 6x. | and hence provides an
i=l
^
aggregate measure of perturbation on x. . One co^uld assume that the
aggregate errors were distributed uniformly or percent-wise uniformly in
order to estimate 6x. , but no statistical basis exists for such techniques
1
since they assume unverifiable conditions on the correlation of the 6x's.
I|5X||^
The decision rule was based on J =
,
i.e. the percentage
MxM,
perturbation in some sense. Trial and error on values of
|
|6A| | will give
a decision rule yielding acceptable magnitudes of J. Estimates of 6A and
resultant values of J for the adopted decision rules are given in Table 1.
A comparison of lines h and 6 in Table 1 demonstrates the relative
negligibility of truncation error as a result of implementing the decision
rules.
Finally, it must be emphasized that:
a. norm analysis provides an upper bound on the perturbation
6X but the bound may be very conservative (i.e. unrealistically large);
hence the results of Table 1 must be carefiilly interpreted.
b. although matrix inversion can sometimes be extremely sensi-
tive to element perturbations, the condition niomber (| |I-A| | • | | I-A | | )
of the 1963 Department of Commerce I/O matrix is approximately 5 indicating
a low probability of high sensitivity.
*Since the I/O A matrix is a normalized matrix, Z a. . < 1. when value
i ij - J
added is non-negative; hence Z(l-A). . < 2.. However, in the case of the
i iJ - J
infinity norm, (max L p.. ), E a., can easily exceed 10.
i j=l ^J j=l ^J
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Table 1,
Aggregated Industry (j)
6501 • 6^03
1. Percent of a. . Individually
analyzed. ^"^ 9^.6 95-9
2. Total Truncation Error (TE)
S a. . not individually
analyzed. .0733 .O506
3. Decomposition percentage used
in non-analyzed elements. 10^ pass; 90^ frt 82^ pass; l8^ frt
h. Maximum estimated TE per
coliimn (first given as a
percentage then an
absolute number). 30^ -y .022 30^ -> .015
5. Maximum estimated tolerance
on individually analyzed
items. +7^ + 10^
6. max Z litem 5|* .09 .1182
J k
7.
I I
6A|
I
, which is given by
the sum of items h and 6 .112 .133
l|5X||
8. J = .388 .U98
II xlL
^Elements of &A are zero except in the disaggregated rows and columns
hence the maximum sum will occur in one of these columns.
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Appendix G
Energy Intensities of Personal Consumption Activities
The U. S. Department of Commerce has published a detailed study of
personal consumption (l). Eighty-three "activities" (e.g., purchased
meals and beverages) are broken down into their component expenditures
by input-output sector. In this form they are. easily converted to
energy. Table G-1 lists the results, which have been scaled from 19^3
to 1971 using published deflators (2).
The dollar breakdown is a national average, and undoubtedly incor-
porates many arbitrary assumptions. If you never buy hot dogs when you
go to a ball game, your energy intensity for activity 71, "spectator
sports," is probably not average. Nonetheless, Table G-1 offers some
guidance on how to direct your spending if you desire decreased energy
impact
.
Note that the average of all personal consumption expenditures in
1971 was 70,000 Btu/$. Only I6 of the 83 activities were more energy
intensive
.
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